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Statistics Statistics andandDataData � Population: a group of animals that are part of the

overall breeding structure in an industry.

� Example

1. Holstein dairy cattle in Iran that are on milk recording programs 
2. Rainbow trout on the central regions of Iran

Populations and Samples

Populations have parameters that describe the means and variances of traits

The population mean for a trait is designated by the Greek letter mu

The population standard deviation for a trait is designated by a Greek sigma

� Sample: a subset of animals from the population.

� Example:

The population of Holstein cows in Iran can be split 
into samples within each province

A sample might be cows in one herd

Populations and Samples

� yi be observed trait values on the animals in the

sample from the overall population

� N observation is composed of the population mean

and a deviation (ei) from that mean:

yi=m+ei

Unbiased estimator of the population mean:

Sample Means and Variances
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� Variance is an indicator of the range of possible values

Exam: if the minimum value of yi was 76 and the

maximum value was 82, then the variance

would be smaller than if the minimum was

25 and the maximum was 130

� An estimator of the population variance is:

Sample Means and Variances
� Co-variance is used to measure how two traits vary

together

Exam: yi one trait, like birthweight, and

wi a different trait, adjusted 200-d weight,

both measured on the same animal

� An estimator of the population covariance is:

Sample Covariance & Correlations

� Correlation: An easier way of looking at co-variation

among traits used to measure how two traits vary

together.

� Correlation coefficients range between -1 and +1

� An estimator of the population correlation is:

Sample Covariance & Correlations
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Normal DistributionNormal DistributionNormal DistributionNormal Distribution
� Many quantitative traits of importance in livestock 
production follow the Normal Frequency Distribution

� Every Normal distribution can be described entirely 
by its mean and variance as N(mean, variance)

� A Normal distribution with a mean of zero and a 
variance of one is known as the standard Normal 
distribution (N(0 ,  1))

� A more general formulation is

normal distribution applies to the 

majority of traits recorded on 

livestock populations, 

but occasionally 

this  is  not 

the case
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Examples of nonExamples of nonExamples of nonExamples of non----normalitynormalitynormalitynormality
� An animal either has a disease or not (yes or no trait), which is a 

binomial distribution specified by p (probability of having disease)

� Number of lambs born in lambing. The number born follows a 
Poisson distribution

� Calving in cattle are categorized into 4 or 5 classes (easy … 
difficult calving), a multinomial trait with more categories and 
probabilities

This course only consider traits to follow a Normal Dist.

Writing and Developing 

Linear Models

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

� A statistical model attempts to describe reality based 

upon variables that are observable

� Statistical models are used to analyze all kinds of data

� There are three parts to every model

Part Part Part Part 1111

� Part 1 is an equation where the observation on a trait is described as being 
influenced by a list of factors (in an additive manner)

� The equation is written as:

� Equation could contain any number of factors

� What are A, B, and C? Factor A could be the breed, factor B could be the 
herd, and factor C could be the region

� Other factors such as the sex, the year of recording …. 
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Part 2Part 2Part 2Part 2
� Part 2 of a model is an indication of which factors are fixed or 

random (see later)

� If a factor is random, then it is assumed to be a variable that is 
sampled from a population that has a particular mean and variance

� The mean and variance should be specified. 

� Determining whether a factor is fixed or random is not always 
easy, and takes experience in data analysis

Part Part Part Part 3333
� Part 3 of the model is a list of all implied or explicit 

assumptions or limitations about the first two parts

� This part is often missing, but is important to be able to judge 
the quality of the analysis

� The best way to explain Part 3 is to give an example model

Model for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calves

Picture oneself a beef calf, and then try to think of the factors that 
would influence your growth and eventual weaning weight

For example:

Model for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calves

� Fixed factors are age of dam, breed of calf, and gender of calf

� Herd-year-season effects, calf additive genetic effects, and residual effects 
are random

� Variance of calf additive genetic effects is 0.35 of the total variance, herd-
year-season effects comprise 0.15 of the total variance and residual 
effects is the remaining variation of 0.50 of the total

� The means of the random effects are usually assumed to be zero.

� Calves could be related to each other because of a common sire, and/or 
related mothers. Thus, the analysis should take into account these 
relationships
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Model for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calves

Part 3, the assumptions and limitations of the data and model

� There are no interactions between age of dam, breed of calf, or 

gender of calf

� The weaning weights have been properly adjusted to a 200-d of age

� There are no maternal effects on calf weaning weights

� Age of dam is known

� All calves in the same herd-year-season were raised and managed

Model for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calvesModel for weaning weights of beef calves

� Next steps: 
� discuss the consequences of assumptions if it were not true,

o For example, if interactions among the fixed factors exist, then 
using this model might give biased estimates of age of dam, breed, 
and gender of calf, which might bias the estimates of calf additive 
genetic effects

� If maternal effects are known to exist for weaning weights, model should 
be changed by adding a maternal genetic effect of the dam and equation 
is revised

o Maternal genetic effects are another random factor, and the 
proportions of each to the total variance need to be revised

o Genetic correlation between calf additive genetic effects and 
maternal genetic effects

For this course

- ability  to write a model: 
Wean. Wt. = Age of dam + Wean. Wt. = Age of dam + Wean. Wt. = Age of dam + Wean. Wt. = Age of dam + Breed+GenderBreed+GenderBreed+GenderBreed+Gender + + + + HYS+CalfHYS+CalfHYS+CalfHYS+Calf + residual+ residual+ residual+ residual

Then indicate the fixed and random factors, and the proportion 
of total variance for each random factor, and then a good 
attempt at Part 3

Model Building
� Developing an appropriate linear statistical model

� Awareness of models that published in literature for a particular study

� Model building, in the beginning, is a trial and error 

� ANOVA was created, and factors are significant should be in the model

� Sometimes factors that are not significant in your data, but which have 
consistently been important in previous studies, should also be included

� As more data accumulate, the model need to be re-tested 
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Practice Models

Write a linear statistical model for one or more of the following cases

Case 1. 

Body condition scores of cows during the lactation are assigned (from 
1 to 5 in half increments, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,...), where 1 is very thin 
and lacking in condition, and 5 is very obese. A farmer has body 
condition scores on all cows every 30 days during the year

Case 2. 

Beef bulls, at weaning, go to test stations for a 112 day growth test 
and the best bulls are sold. Growth and feed intake are measured 
during the test period every 2 weeks. Write a model for growth 

and feed intake to evaluate the beef bulls

Practice Models

Write a linear statistical model for one or more of the following cases

Case 3. 

Income from milk sales minus expenses for feed, breeding, and health 
problems from one calving to the next are available on many herds 
of dairy cows. Compute the profit and write a model to analyze 
this trait for cows finishing their first lactation

Case 4. 

A reproductive physiology study collected statistics on semen 
volume, sperm motility, and number of sperm per ejaculate from 
one year to ten years of age to see how semen characteristics 
change with age.
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Testing Factors in a Model

� The model to explore for milk data is:

milk = parity + year + month + cow + residual

� The cow factor will definitely be included in the final model 
because the estimated breeding values of cows is of interest. The 
value or significance of the other factors needs to be tested

� Testing is done by the Analysis of Variance table or ANOVA or 
AOV

Testing Factors in a Model

� Every ANOVA table has 3 basic rows, as shown below:

� The Total Sum of Squares is the sum of each milk observation 
squared, and N is the total number of observations

Testing Factors in a Model

� The “ Model ” Sum of Squares has another pre-defined formula for 
calculation, but should always be smaller than the Total SS

� The degrees of freedom of the model is p, where p is the number of parities 
in the data PLUS the number of years PLUS the number of months 
(according to factors in the model) MINUS the number of factors PLUS one

� “ MS ” stands for Mean Square, and is the Sum of Squares DIVIDED by 
degrees of freedom

Testing Factors in a Model

� The “Residual” Sum of Squares is the Total Sum of Squares MINUS the Model 
Sum of Squares

� The degrees of freedom is (N – p). MSE is (SST-SSM) divided by (N – p)

� The “F-values” are computed only for the Model Sum of Squares, and are 
equal to:
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Testing Factors in a Model

The last column are probabilities of having an F value greater than the one that was 
observed

The smaller this probability is, then the more significantly important is that sum of 
squares

Usually any probability less than 0.05 is considered significant, less than 0.01 is highly 
significant, and so on

These are computed by the software

In SAS proc glm executes ANOVA, regression 

and other similar linear models

Other procedures can also be used, glm is most 

general

ANOVA in SAS (General Linear Models)
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data start;

infile 'C:\Biostat\Lect\milk.dat;

proc print;

data one; set start;

proc glm;

class age ;

model ww=age;

run;

The SAS System                                5

12:53 Thursday, September 22, 2005

The GLM Procedure

Class Level Information

Class           Levels    Values

age                3 1 2 3

Number of Observations Read          30

Number of Observations Used          30

The SAS System                                6

12:53 Thursday, September 22, 2005

The GLM Procedure

Dependent Variable: ww

Sum of

Source             DF        Squares    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F

Model               2    10.82274667     5.41137333      5.70   0.0086

Error                       27    25.62215000     0.94896852

Corrected Total    29    36.44489667

R-Square     Coeff Var Root MSE    yeild Mean

0.296962      20.97804      0.974150      4.643667

Source                   DF      Type I SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F

age                       2    10.82274667     5.41137333      5.70   0.0086

Source                   DF    Type III SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F

age                       2    10.82274667     5.41137333      5.70   0.0086

ANOVA in SAS (General Linear Models)

The multiple R-squared is a useful statistic for comparing different 
models. Higher values are better for this statistic. Values closer to 
0.5 would be more desirable, and mean that the model better 
explains the data

The adjusted R2 means that the multiple R-squared is adjusted for 
the amount of data that was available for the analysis. The more 
data that are analyzed, then the adjusted R2 should not be very 
much lower than the multiple R-squared

The F-statistic is for the model as a whole, and as mentioned earlier 
should always be significant if the model is reasonable

Regression VariablesRegression VariablesRegression VariablesRegression Variables
A regression variable (also called a covariate), is one that has a 

particular relationship with the observations

One example is the relationship between height at the 
shoulders (of a dairy cow) and the weight of the animal

If you know the height, then you can reliably predict the 
weight, or vice versa.

Suppose the model is : 

Weight = Intercept + b1Height + b2Height
2 + e


